EDITORIALS:

Final comment on "CINO—social crutch?"

An unsigned letter received last month took a Canadian-born Nisei sentimentalist, Dr. S. J. Hayakawa, to task for his belief that "Nisei social organizations should cease to exist" because they are "social crutches".

This incident has been summarized in our Jan. 13 issue in Henry Morii's Los Angeles Newsletter. Sahuro Kido gave a major address on the same theme at the last California Intercollegiate Nisei Social Organization convention here as the original letter by Dr. Hayakawa had been addressed to the N.C. CINO regional conference.

Kido felt Nisei organizations had "the place in society. 'Integration is a matter of gradual evolution,' the writer of the unsigned letter said in the Jan. 13 issue.

It resulted in self-examination on CINO's part, as our columnist, Lane. But probably what the writer of the unsigned letter said upholding the decision to the disposition of the case... was that the durable Nisei social crutches had become social crutches. This incident has been summarized in our Jan. 13 issue in Henry Morii's Los Angeles Newsletter. Sahuro Kido gave a major address on the same theme at the last California Intercollegiate Nisei Social Organization convention here as the original letter by Dr. Hayakawa had been addressed to the N.C. CINO regional conference.
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"$13,000 in nation-wide contribution acknowledged by Marysville flood group"

SAN FRANCISCO.—A total of approximately $13,000 and large amount of clothing and foodstuffs have been donated to date by Fred and Nisei groups and individuals, according to reports made last week.

About $12,000 has been used directly to the local JACL-flood relief committee in Marysville, according to Rev. Kiyoto Nagatani of the Marysville Buddhist church. Another $1000 has been donated from all parts of the country including New York City, Washington, D.C., and elsewhere in the East.

"We deeply appreciate all the aid given to those who have been affected by the flood in the Yuba City area," Rev. Nagatani said.

MARYSVILLE — The Marysville JACL acknowledged the receipt of the following additional contributions to the Flood Relief Fund:

- Dick Yamaguchi, Yuba City, $10
- Roy Nishimura, Bridgeport, $3
- Harry Kondo, Marysville, $2
- Toshiro Tsukamura, Yuba City, $10
- Jack Ikenoto, S. J., $10
- Anonymously donated $10

STOCKTON — The local JACL flood relief committee this week announced $800 donated from the Union Club JACL and 8 boxes of relief from the Stockton chapter.

Body recovered
SAN FRANCISCO.—The body of Yoshin Seriwas, 22, who drowned in a New Year’s weekend accident, was found floating in the bay 300 yards off of St. Francis Yacht Harbor last Sunday.

Christmas card artist
NEW YORK. — About 15,000 Christmas cards created by artist Ruth Hayashi, an artist who has been paralyzed since a car accident, were sold nationally, according to Mrs. Mieke Yamada.

HONOLULU.—M. Stoel, Hugh F. O’Reiley, whose efforts led to the 21st Woldhousen Regiment to adopt an Osaka orphanage, has become the father of his first child, a boy named Hugh Jr., early this month.
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FROM THE FRYING PAN: by Bill Hosokawa

Christian Athletes

[Text continues as per the original content.]
**TOKYO TOPICS:** by Tomotoko Murayama

**Maebashi Trial**

- Recently, four Japanese-Americans joined by other U.S. soldiers laid claim to a Japanese policeman and they were tried for battery in the Maebashi District Court in Gunma prefecture. Their defense attorney, Frank I. S. Soga, who worked this case in Los Angeles, argued that Art. 17, which confers the Japanese courts jurisdiction to try criminal cases of Americans with Japanese bloodline, is unconstitutional.

- Sessions pointed out that Art. 17 was not a part of the basic Administrative Agreement when it was ratified by the U.S. Senate. Furthermore, according to a decision by U.S. State Dept. and Japanese Foreign Office in September, 1953, subsequent to the Senate ratification of the Japanese-American Administrative Agreement, Art. 17 was found for the first time unconstitutional.

**ART. 17, JAPAN-AMERICAN AGREEMENT**

- "...the U.S.-Japanese Administrative Agreement conferring jurisdictional jurisdiction on Japanese courts to try American servicemen for off-base crimes illegal or not? This is the fundamental question to be answered." Soejima explained. "Judge Yoshizaki of the Maebashi district court made history and showed courage in his historical decision to delay the case until tomorrow.

- Prior to September, 1952, American servicemen were not the object of a Japanese court. Then the Japanese government asked that crimes committed by servicemen when off-base and off-duty be turned over to their jurisdiction. What followed was the signing of Art. 17.

- Similar arrangements were negotiated by the U.S. government with other nations where American crime was committed. It was said. The Maebashi case is the first such test-case to be handled before an American court. If this is the pattern for the future, it would be unconstitutional, it would naturally void Art. 17.

**EFFECTS OF U.S. DECISION FEARED**

- During the past two weeks, Japanese-JACL members were not permitted to report on crimes committed by American servicemen. When the Anti-Murder bracket turned in their report. A circulation of 2,000,000 papers was temporarily suspended. For five weeks, readers were left to bare 1,600 copies when translation of censorable copy from another Japanese newspaper appeared.

- After Japan regained its sovereignty, the Japanese press has been restrained and included stories committed by officers or above, but this doesn't mean it would be unconstitutional.

- While there is a possibility of further anti-American sentiment if Art. 17 is unconstitutional, the case is one that is very important in view of the Japanese-American Administrative Agreement. A favorable decision for the defendant means the Japanese American courts will lose jurisdiction over crimes committed by servicemen who are off-base and off-duty.

**AS A HOUSE ORGAN**

- Most glaring scope of last week's news that reached here, Japanese-JACL members were not permitted to report on crimes committed by American servicemen. When the Anti-Murder bracket turned in their report, their circulation of 2,000,000 papers was temporarily suspended. For five weeks, readers were left to bare 1,600 copies when translation of censorable copy from another Japanese newspaper appeared.

- While there is a possibility of further anti-American sentiment if Art. 17 is unconstitutional, the case is one that is very important in view of the Japanese-American Administrative Agreement. A favorable decision for the defendant means the Japanese American courts will lose jurisdiction over crimes committed by servicemen who are off-base and off-duty.

**THE PAINFUL TASK**

- For non-JACL readers, who have become accustomed to receiving the PC for news with a general subscription, the renewals should not be forgotten either.

**TRULY YOURS:** by Henry K. Honda
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DENVER MOVES AHEAD WITH 200 MEMBERS

DENVER—Two hundred members have signed to the Mile-Hi JACL as of Jan. 14, according to Mr. Masao Sato, Jr., chair- man of the membership drive.

The chapter's goal is for 1,000 members by the end of 1955.

The goal was set at the turn of the year by chairman, the late Harry Sakai, who did not have time to develop the drive. The cabinet, headed by John Su­ taga, is striving hard to reach this goal in the shortest possible time.

According to the last report, six- tychapter's membership goals to put the club on the map.

1956 Cabinets

Monterey JACL

George Kanoda ......... Prez. Tetsu Noda ............ Vice Prez. Mary Ann Higa ........ Sec. Mr. James Hasegawa ...... Treasurer

Richmond-Eel Cerrito JACL

Sgt. Keiji Nagao ...... Pres. Myron Yamasaki ..... Vice Pres. Shigesato Nakamura .... Secretary Keiji Nagao ......... Treasurer

San Francisco JACL


San Jose JACL

Juan Macias ........... Pres. Richard Horiguchi ..... Vice Pres. Jerry Enomoto ...... Secretary Joseph Oda .......... Treasurer

Cincinnati JACL

Mrs. James Young ...... Prez. George Sugihara .... Vice Pres. Tetsuo Funakoshi .... Secretary Tom Kikuchi ......... Treasurer

Yellowjacket JACL

Pooh Hinton ............ Pres. Bruno Watanabe .... Vice Pres. John Shibuya .... Secretary Harry Shiba .......... Treasurer

San Diego JACL

Ted Inoue ............... Pres. Akiyo Ota ............. Vice Prez. Thomas Yamaguchi .. Secretary Yosuke Fujii ......... Treasurer

Venice-Culver JACL

George Kiyasu ......... Pres. Kenneth Shigemitsu .... Vice Pres. George Manjiro .... Secretary Kon Makey .......... Treasurer

DENVER—As a membership goal of the 130 members, the Mile-Hi JACL membership chairman, Masuichi for the coming year, the 25th anniversary, Mr. Sakai was confident that the White City chapter has the lead it has held for seven suc­ cessive years.

FASHION SHOW FEATURE

At PSWDC CLINIC LUNCHEON

PASADENA—"Harri ga Kita," a fashion show staged by Hanzo Tsuyama's school of Utah fashion fame was held at the PSWDC Chapter Clinic, to be held at the Hotel Wilshire, Feb. 12, Mr. Sakai, who operates the fashion show here, "(Ko Kanzaki's) S. B. Lake, student of Hanzo Tsuyama, featured the show. Pauline Hayakawa and Audrey Severson.

Weather delays membership drive

SANTA ROSA—The 1956 mem­ bership drive for the Santa Rosa County JACL Chapter is well un­ derway and is determined to meet the national JACL goal of 27 at the local Memorial Hall committee meeting planned at this meeting. Members planning to attend the district council meeting in Rohnert Park on Feb. 5 will be registered.

Chapter members who visited the Marysville-Yuba City flood area were Mr. and Mrs. Kanemoto Ono, Tokube, Johnny Arif­ uchi, Paul Glass, and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Okita.
Colorado chapters of Ft. Lupton, Mile-Hi, San Luis Valley, Arkansas Valley active, in good hands; JACL enthusiasm high

San Francisco

• Apologies to Editor Harry Hon- da, for we have failed to keep in touch with ourselves about this, meetings with the San Francisco chapter are quite often sporadic. It is only in recent times, however, that we have felt it necessary to reassert ourselves. We are happy to report that the Japanese Community Service in San Francisco has increased its Japanese vocabulary immensely, and has taken a silent tribute to Jimmie Sakamoto and H. H. Okuda.

Seattle

in its portrayal of the pomp and dignity of this Mayor's conference, and was revealing the colors, flag salute, National Anthem, invocation, and a straight home. Alas, the men folk had their way!

Huttoke in Nicego

Fort Lupton President Frank Yanagiuchi and Bill Hiromura came to take us to the 25 miles to where a goodly group has been formed. A little informal family style potluck. In- cluded were a substantial number of newly naturalized citizens, and the friendly and familiar atmosphere of the event go all the way.

Seattle CL's installation

All credit goes to Mayor Allan Pomeroy for making a great success of this year's Seattle CL's installation dinner. Everyone was wont feeling as if it had been good, instead of pleased and bored from a long series of know-what-kind-of-speeches.

Hilzower and attractive personable missus had recently returned from the Honolulu Mayor's conference in Tokyo and Kawasaki. Mayor and Mrs. Pomeroy had in the past been frequently invited as special guests of honor with the mayor having a few, and was still the main speaker of the evening. So everyone in the local chapter was strong for this main speaker idea, especially couple of the old timers still active hereabouts who so well remember Allan Pomeroy as the tall and imposing opponent of the Asahí, Mikado, Nippon and Tayon in basketball and baseball.

The program started off in much the usual way, presenting the colors, flag salute, National Anthem, invocation, and a silent tribute to Jimmie Sakamoto and H. H. Okuda. Forty-five of the new first citizens who were introduced and presented with uris. Short speeches were made by Consul Shigehisa Yoshitake, and Gentji Mihara, the Japanese Community Service Department.

Sho-UH-MAI-ZO

There were a couple more very short talks, a super role, then the Mayor was introduced. Someone in the back of the room (the real bad speaker with an arid, dry voice) expressed his comments on the Mayor's speech, then thanked him for it. Just in the round of applause and laughter. The Mayor showed that he could make a good comment any way you like, and also his knowledge of Japanese folk dancing, which entitles him to a position at the head of the line at the next Bon Odori.

But when he sang a Japanese song (kindergarten type) it brought down the house and a big "ah, shi no Kết!" from the character at the back of the room. For a couple of serious thoughts, Mayor Pomeroy congratulated the chapter on it's right handling of the Chinese situation. He hoped that they will, as in the past, continue to make Japanese culture a part of the civic life of Seattle, which we believe is a truism.

The Mayor brought up the Puget Sound area may see a revival of trade to maintain the new Issei citizens and expressed the hope that they may be a fine pictorial record of the conference, and was revealing the colors, flag salute, National Anthem, invocation, and a straight home. Alas, the men folk had their way!

Mile-Hi

Conscientious John Sakayama doubles both as Mile-Hi's president and head of the Colorado Pacifics Regional League. We first met this former Sugarbeet Boys president in our National pinfests. A good group of people are expected, and it promises to be a fine year for this chapter.

Now that the Mile-Hi office has opened, and with John Sakayama as the president, we must shoulder all the responsibilities that come with the position. We are reporting that the membership has already been signed up.

We have always maintained that the JACL is a democracy, and that the leadership is chosen by the membership. We have always been active along the lines of the Preliminary. What better evidence of this is there than the newly elected Board of Directors? The Design to win a little wampum at the nearest feast. We cannot promise to catch the last bus back home.

The Seattle chapter, former Regional Director, again. We owe Roy Takeno a lot for his enthusiasm in this chapter. The mileage for the new Mile-Hi was over.

San Luis Area News

Top story of the week was the trip of the Altamont Nisei to Colorado. Immediately past chapter president Shigehisa Yokoyama made the trip from Denver to Ft. Lupton, to attend the conference.

Pasadena Clers begin busy '56 year sponsoring PSWC chapter Feb. 12

More than 150 participants are expected to attend the third annual chapter conference of the Pacific South- west District Conference, sponsored by the Pasadena chapter. The conference is scheduled for Feb. 12.

An informal "get acquainted" social program the preceding evening will begin the events. The first session, from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. on Saturday, will be covered according to PSWC

Jerry Enomoto, past president of the chapter, will give the opening campaign. We also had the pleasure of meeting with Dr. Bayous, Nisonko Tatsuno, and Ed Mitsubishi who brought the PSWC annual meeting to Denver. With Doc Mayeda we went down to the B performing arts to see the Nisei Major League, the last time the team was here. We also installed Peter Nakahara as the new president of the chapter.

In the past, two postwar conventions in Los Angeles have been held. The first postwar IAI was held in Denver. Since then, some original members of our National JACL, and our Board of Directors, have been here. Our Colby Past Post team made John Noguchi now serves on our National Advisory Board, in addition to his former Mile-Hi chapter president. Up and coming, the chapter is going strong with 18 members, an even stronger group of 100 or more that make up the membership. We are happy to report the news of the chapter.
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Sierra Stranger

Los Angeles

It's that time of the week when we hit the road and head for the coast, which starts Howard Duff, by throwing a bang-up crank-up into the stash away the grub and guzzle catered by Imperial Gardens-AJAJA investors and their friends, writers, directors, hostesses and the custodian.

Kazuo Chori of Chicago rolls 300

CHICAGO.—Of the seven 300 games bowled here this month, there were rolled on a single pair of alley-No. 17-18 at Bowling Lanes. Among them was a perfect game compiled by Kazuo Chori of the Nisei Industrial League of Chicago, according to reports that in addition to the seven, the entrance for more was more than possible. Motoel accommodation for lefty bowlers.

Although at the present time there will be no team from Hawaii, a low representative, the Women's Match Play Champion of Hawaii, will be in Salt Lake, Plans have been made for her to bowl on a local team and pair up in the local rounds with other teams. Dancer has indicated that they will have tee men and one women's team represented. Idaho is planning another men's teams according to Rio of Seattle, members of the Tuna-Committee member, who just returned from Los Angeles reports that there should be at least six teams from there. Chicago will definitely send two teams with possibility of a third team.

Chairman Umemoto announced that the prize fund will be divided among the top four for the main prize, and 40 percent for squad prizes.

With such a large amount set aside for the latter group, the low average bowler will have a good opportunity to land jobs, especially when the Pal-D-Mar Lanes, where the events will be held, is 16 alley house, Umemoto said. Masao W. Saito, National JACL director, met with the committe on his return trip from a visit to Colorado chapters in Olle's Terrace room, site of the pre-tournament mixer and dinner-dance.

San Francisco.—The NorCal Nisei Athletic Union is rolling four 3-4 vote to keep competitions between cities to a minimum. The 5-4 vote compiled by Kazuo Chori of the Nisei Industrial League of Friday, Jan. 13, in the Chicago Industrial League.

Chori rolled his 300 with a 211 and 289 for a 700 series.

East boy NBA keglers name JACL meet squads

BERKELEY.—Yoshi Amino ended his 32-game bowling season with a perfect score of 236.16 on Peterson point blank and the Nisei Bowling Association squad in the National JACL Championships at Salt Lake City. Other squad members were: 

Tom Takahashi, 13.40. Mo Robins, 13.36; Bill Tanabe, 13.32; Mike Takahash, 13.31; Rikuro Morimoto, 13.28. Each had the option of playing in the upcoming team events.

The clip-in, by the way, will feature a fashion show with live music. A drawing, the traditional hat box drawing, Wa-clip in, the long and the short of fashion, hat box, see and an eddy dish. Whose clothes? They'll be here for the next 100 years. Pects will be $1 and $5.

We join the PWBCA chapters and others in extending congratulations to Easy Tujimoto, president of the Long Beach Harbor District JACL, who, in March and dressed in a white, bowled a perfect 300. He had more than 200 to 500, and was spotted by the PWBCA. Tujimoto, in turn presented with an eddy dish from his local kendo.

Karisu is already in stride planning great things for the upcoming season.

Further information may be obtained from a 3-4 vote to keep competitions between cities to a minimum. The 5-4 vote compiled by Kazuo Chori of the Nisei Industrial League of Friday, Jan. 13, in the Chicago Industrial League.
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Los Angeles

In the state’s worst train disaster, the Angeles Express of the Southern Pacific, en route from San Diego, was derailed. Still in motion the train careered into the woods near Washington Blvd. and Soto St., 203 S. 390th St., San Diego. His wife, Minna Watson, was among the injured. The train rushed off the tracks at the curve, but was not derailed.

BIRTHS

Minami Japanese

Miyoko Johnson, 24, living at 2429 N. 39th St., San Diego, was married to Mr. Tatsuo Johnson, 24, also of 2429 N. 39th St., San Diego. The couple reside at 2429 N. 39th St., San Diego.

Yasuo Yoshida, 30, a medical student, was married to Miss Eiko Tsuchida, 27, also of 2429 N. 39th St., San Diego. The couple reside at 2429 N. 39th St., San Diego.

Shigeho Shirai, 25, a businesswoman, was married to Mr. Shigeo Shirai, 25, also of 2429 N. 39th St., San Diego. The couple reside at 2429 N. 39th St., San Diego.

Toshio Tanaka, 27, a teacher, was married to Miss Kazuko Tanaka, 25, also of 2429 N. 39th St., San Diego. The couple reside at 2429 N. 39th St., San Diego.

Death

Kazuo Kono, 30, a teacher, was killed in the train accident. The couple reside at 2429 N. 39th St., San Diego.

H-party

The H-party is planning to hold a meeting at 7:00 p.m. tomorrow evening at the H-party headquarters at 2429 N. 39th St., San Diego.
School and desegregation: tremendous responsibilities facing congressmen pointed out when voting on Bill & amendments

WASHINGTON: Congressman Powell rejected the principle of human dignity was paramount.

The present discussion recalled the defeat of low cost public housing.

When it appeared that low cost public housing was to be moved out of the bill, the Senate committee chairman, Senator John Bricker, Ohio Democrat, asked if the housing issue was to be taken out, the committee chairman, Senator John Bricker, Ohio Democrat, asked if the housing issue was to be taken out, the committee could then return to the question of the amendment requiring that all such federal low cost public housing must be made available on a non-discriminatory basis. Such terms placed a bitter debate which eventually led to the defeat of that measure. Congressmen argued that such a bill would not offer low cost public housing at all, but instead would force the construction of federal housing projects.

Immigration—Continued from Front Page

The Viva office and the Post Office Department in the building at night, and other procedures. With judicial review on the issue.

He also recommended that children who were eligible under the law be allowed to retain American citizenship or be brought to the United States under the provisions of the revised laws. The issue of the legal rights of these children to be considered in the courts, and should enjoy the same legal rights as, or should be treated as, American children.

CALANDER

Jan. 26 (Saturday)
D.C.—General meeting, TWCA, Livingstone-Mered- Installation, 7th A.F., 8:30 p.m.

Livingston-Mercer—Installation dinner, 7600 Beverly Blvd.

SACRAMENTO—Installation dinner, inspection dinner-dance Sands Ballroom.

Feb. 4 (Saturday)
Salt Lake JACL Bowling Entry Dead- Entry, 205 Beason Bldg., Salt Lake City, Feb. 4, 1956.

SACRAMENTO—Installation dinner, inspection dinner-dance Sands Ballroom.

March 3 (Saturday)
Calif. Tri-Councils—Joint meeting, Fresno.

Philadelphia—Installation dinner, Penhurst Hotel, 8:00 p.m.

Numismatic Society of Western Penna—Meeting, April 5, 1956.

Richmond H.C.—JCLB Joint Installation dinner, room, 1 p.m.

Alameda—Joint installation dinner meeting, room, 103 Broadway, Alameda.

East Los Angeles—General meeting, Feb. 10 (Friday)

Orlando—Installation banquet, Park Vista, 8:00 p.m.

SACRAMENTO—General meeting, May 9, 1956.

Washington: — If a congressman favors both fundamental changes in the specific objective of the bill, and an amendment is pro- posed which would substantially deprive him of that favor, he would be in a position to reject the amendment on the ground that it would thereby deprive a substantial segment of his constituents of a benefit which he had sought to provide for them in the legislation, how could he support the amendment?

This type of dilemma is one of the more pressing issues in congres- sional sessions, and honest lawmakers to re- spond to it. Take, for example, legislation proposing federal aid for school construction. There is a real controversy over whether the proceeds from bond issues should be extended to other aspects of edu- cation, and what priority should be given to determining or allocating such funds. In one case, a congressman might well support a bill to provide that substantial government aid to the states must be accompanied by the states matching federal money on a fifty-to-fifty basis. In another case, the congressman might be opposed to the idea of the federal government providing aid, but would support the legislation if the bill had been amended to provide for federal aid for school construction. The congressman might, in fact, take the view that the legislation had already been amended to provide for this specific type of aid.

But beyond this recognition of the complexity of his role as lawmaker, there is considerable argu- ment.

School Aid Formula

The $2 billion school aid request was touted as "anti-segregation" legislation. In the 1954 decision to end all segregated schools, the U.S. Supreme Court's order abolishing racial se- 

The Rules Committee is domi- nantly against existing "anti-segregation" legislation. Congressman Martin confirmed the feeling of many other congressmen that bills containing such provisions will be defeated. But there is little doubt that such bills will be introduced by the Democrats and Republicans, and the Senate will try to "do something" about it, according to Congressman Martin.

There is little doubt that such bills will be introduced in both the Senate and the House. There is little doubt that such bills will be introduced in both the Senate and the House. In the Senate, the problem faced by those who believe in both federal aid for school construction and in racially integrated schools is whether the House will accept the amendment to the bill that would provide for federal aid for school construction, or accept the amendment that would require that such aid be used 

ike Against Riders

At a press conference at the end of last session, the U.S. Supreme Court ordered all such amendments to be rejected or "riders" on the bill, and thereby deprived a substantial segment of his constituents of a benefit which he had sought to provide for them in the legislation, how could he support the amendment?
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